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Training

Having the best equipment is only part of the story.
You also need highly qualified personnel to get
the most out of your Eirich machines/systems, so
there is no alternative to in-depth training
provided by the manufacturer. Knowledge transfer
and sharing of information on how to recognize
and deal with unexpected events enable your
people to react quickly and make the right decisions
when a machine goes down.
Advanced training increases the confidence level and
provides a broader knowledge base for assessing
equipment performance. Highly qualified employees
get the most out of your Eirich machinery, giving
you a direct competitive advantage. Eirich Training
is tailored to the specific target group and function, and it is aimed primarily at either operators
or maintenance personnel.

The training packages include:
■ Training handouts including digital images
■

Instruction in machine operation

■

Machine demonstration under production
conditions

■

Demonstration of a simulated fault

■

Production monitoring

■

Training in technical aspects of the production
process

■

Presentation of maintenance and repair
activities

■

Practical repair and maintenance exercises

■

Final test

■

Explanation of Eirich documentation

The advantages of Eirich training:
Training courses:
■

Basic training presents foundation level
information and provides a solid basis for
handling day-to-day operations.

■

Refresher courses provide more in-depth
information as users become more familiar
with the machines.

Eirich offers both levels of training at its
manufacturing plants or on site.

■

Professional training directly from the
manufacturer

■

Information on the latest technical
developments

■

Operator qualification

■

Dependable knowledge transfer when your
operators change

■

You retain your level of productivity

■

Training conducted on site
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